Today’s Presentation:

ENTERPRISE DATA & AI

BUILDING THE DATA SCIENCE CENTER OF EXCELLENCE AT COMCAST

THURSDAY
APR. 7, 2022
VIRTUAL EVENT
11:30AM-1:00PM EST

VENKAT GUNNU
SENIOR DIRECTOR, DATA SCIENCE & INNOVATION
COMCAST
How to Ask a Question

Session Description

This course is for executives and decision makers who are looking to get a foundational level overview of AI, ML, and cognitive technologies. This course will provide you with an introduction to AI concepts, key terms, conceptualizing probabilistic reasoning, and additional foundational level concepts needed to successfully craft and plan an AI strategy.
Our Sponsors

Alegion
The most powerful and flexible annotation platform for training data in market
alegation.com

Cognilytica
AI focused research, advisory, and education firm
cognilytica.com

Comet
Enables data scientists and teams to track, compare, explain and optimize experiments and models across the model's entire lifecycle from training to production
comet.ml

Guidehouse
Leading global provider of consulting services in management, tech & risk
guidehouse.com

InfuseAI
InfuseAI is developing a software platform to help data scientists build and deploy AI models faster
infuseai.io

Kili Technology
The leading Data-Centric AI platform to iterate and ship your projects to production faster
kili-technology.com

Shaip
The leading Data-Centric AI platform to iterate and ship your projects to production faster
shaip.com

Superb AI
End-to-end training data platform that automates data preparation at scale
superb-ai.com

Validity
The most trusted name in customer data quality
validity.com
Event Organizer & Host

- Kathleen Walch, the moderator of today’s event is a Managing Partner at Cognilytica.
- Cognilytica is an AI-focused education and advisory firm.
- Provides role-specific education on AI, ML, automation, analytics, data and emerging technology.
- Learn more at cognilytica.com.
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Join us at AI in Government this month:

**AI IN GOVERNMENT**

WHAT IT REALLY TAKES TO GET AI SKILLS: MAKING AI AND DATA KNOWLEDGE A REALITY IN GOVERNMENT

TUESDAY

APR. 19, 2022

VIRTUAL EVENT

12:00PM-1:00PM EST

KEVIN MILLS

HEAD, GLOBAL GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIPS

COURSERA
Join us at AI in Government this month:

**PANEL: STATE CDO**

**AI IN GOVERNMENT**

**BASSEL HAIDAR**
AI/ML PRACTICE LEAD
GUIDEHOUSE

**PATRICK MCLOUGHLIN**
CHIEF DATA OFFICER
STATE OF MARYLAND

**RAVI KRISHNAN**
CHIEF DATA OFFICER
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA

**MARCUS THORNTON**
INTERIM CHIEF DATA OFFICER
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

**THURSDAY**
**APR. 21, 2022**
**VIRTUAL EVENT**
11:30PM-1:00PM EST
Join us at Enterprise Data & AI next month:

**ENTERPRISE DATA & AI**

**HOW GE HEALTHCARE PLANS TO ACCELERATE AI WITH A DIGITAL HEALTH PLATFORM**

**THURSDAY**
**MAY 5, 2022**
**VIRTUAL EVENT**
11:30AM-1:00PM EST

**VIGNESH SHETTY**
**SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER, EDISON PLATFORM & AI GE HEALTHCARE**
Join us next month:

COGNILYTICA WEBINAR

LESSONS LEARNED FROM AUTOMATION SUCCESS: IDENTIFYING WHAT AND WHEN TO AUTOMATE

TUESDAY
MAY 10, 2022
VIRTUAL EVENT
11:30AM-1:00PM EST

RONALD SCHMELZER
MANAGING PARTNER

KATHLEEN WALCH
MANAGING PARTNER

COGNILYTICA

Automation to Intelligence Series
Training & Certification for AI & Data Team Leaders

Learn Best Practices, Methodologies, and Approaches to be a successful AI and/or Data Team Leader

Learn more at: cognilytica.com

Some of the organizations that have completed Cognilytica Training:
Thanks from our Sponsors
Thanks from our Partners
Thank You!

View more events at www.DataAIConf.com

Contact us about sponsoring: info@cognilytica.com

Tag us on social posts: #EnterpriseDataAI @Cognilytica